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In the second-order differential dynamic programming algorithm, and the 
second-variation optimisation algorithm, a new control is generated at each 
iteration using a linear control policy of the form: 
where x(t) is the new and a(t) the old state at time t. Associated with this policy 
is a cost function. This paper establishes certain properties of the cost function 
for arbitrary piecewise continuous functions u*(e) and K(.), permitting the 
determination of sufficient conditions for the following statement: “If the 
distance between the nominal and new control functions is E, then the error in 
the estimated change in cost is of the order ea.” 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The second-order differential dynamic programming algorithm has been 
described in Ref. [l] and an error analysis, which assumes the existence and 
boundedness of the third-order derivative of the cost function, is given in 
Ref. [2]. It is the purpose of the paper to give an error analysis for the more 
general case when the new linear control policy is not necessarily “optimal”, 
in the sense of producing a maximum decrease in cost at each iteration. 
The algorithm discussed here is concerned with the problem of finding a 
control p E G(p : t t+ u(t) E R,) to minimize 
s tf wo ? to > PI = wt; x0 ,to , PI, u(t), t) dt + m&,; x0 3 to , PII, (1) to 
where x(t; x0, to, p) E R, is the solution of 
k(t) =f(x(t), u(t), t> 
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with initial condition (x0, to), i.e., 
x(t,) = x0 . (3) 
At the k-th iteration of the algorithm a nominal piecewise continuous 
control function ,G is available. Let x(t; x a, t,) denote the solution of (2) 
with initial condition (x, , ta) for the control CL, and r(xa , ta) the correspond- 
ing cost 
qxa , 42) = w% 3 t, , iq. (4) 
Let x(t) denote x(t; x,, , s t ). The algorithm now generates the functions 
p* and X. These functions define a control policy, denoted r (see Eq. (5)). 
4 x Q , t, , T) denotes a trajectory, with initial condition (xa , tJ, obtained 
by using the new policy, i.e., x(t; x a , t, , rr) is a solution of (2), with 
u(t) = U*(t) + K(t) [x(t) - x(t)] (5) 
and initial condition (x, , ta). Let V(x a, ta) denote the corresponding cost, 
I.e., 
s 
if 
w% , L> = WC x&x ,d, u*(t) + K(t) [x(t; 2, , t, ,4 - WI, t) dt 
to 
It is convenient at this stage to define the following terms: 
P(Y7 UP t> Aff(Y, fl + W) [Y - w, 9, 
QY> f4 9 Li.L(Y, ?J + K(t) [Y - WI, t) 
for all y E R, , all v E Rn . Clearly, 
x(t; xa , t, , m> = qt; x, , t, , tc*>, 
where 5(t; x, , t, , ,u*) is the solution of 
3i*(t) =J(x(t), u*(t), t) 
with initial condition (xa , ta). Also, 
W-G , ta) = j::t(i(t; x, , to , CL*), u*(t), t) dt + F[%; x, , t, , p*)]. 
(6) 
(7) 
03) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
We wish to obtain sufficient conditions for the existence of certain deriva- 
tives of V(x, , tJ. 
These conditions will, in turn, enable us to obtain bounds for the error 
in an estimate d(xa , ta) of the change in cost V(x, , ta) - r(xa, tJ due to 
the adoption of the policy rr in place of the control U. 
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2. DIFFEHENTIABILITY OF V(xu , ta) 
Let G denote the class of bounded piecewise continuous functions from 
[to , tj] into J2, a open bounded subset of R, ; each function in class G is 
bounded and continuous at every point in (t O, +) with the exception of a finite 
number of points where it has finite left and right limits, and has a finite right 
limit at t, and a finite left limit at tf . Let S denote the set{x, u, t / /I x ]I , I\ u I] 
< co, t E T}, where T = [t, , tf]. The following hypotheses are common to 
all the results which follows: 
(1) The functions ,I%, II* belong to G. X is piecewise continuous. 
(2) The functions f(~, u, t) and L(x, U, t) and their partial derivatives 
with respect to (x, u) of all orders less than or equal to 3 are defined and 
continuous in (x, U, t), for all (x, u, t) E S, except, possibly, at a finite set of 
times belonging to [to , f t 1. At these times f, L, and their partial derivatives 
with respect to (x, U) of all orders less than or equal to 3 have left and right 
limits with respect to t. The function F(x) is defined and continuous, and 
possesses continuous derivatives of all orders less than or equal to 3 for all x 
such that /j x j] < 00. 
(3) llf(x, u, t)ll < M(li x II + l), M < KJ for all (x, u, t) E S. 
We have the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let Hypotheses H(1)-(3) b e satisJed. Then, for all x, such that 
]I x, ]I < CO, and all t, E [to , $1: 
(1) The solutions x(t; x, , t, , $ and x(t; x, , t, , ST) exist are unique and are 
uniformly bounded over the interval [to , tf] for all /X, p* E G. 
(2) The function V(x, , a t ) and its partial derivatives 
aV(xa ’ ta) , i = 1 ... n, 
a2w, 9 ta) 
ax,i axai ax,j ' 
i,j = 1 *.* n, 
avx, , t,) 
ax,i ax,* aX,k ’ 
i,j,k=l .“n, 
are continuous in (xa , tJ. 
(3) Except for a finite number of values (to , t, ,..., t, , tf} of t, , the function 
Vta(x, , ta) (i.e., aV(x, , &)/at,) and its partial derivatives 
ahha , ta) , i = 1 a2~lta(% > ta>
ax: ,..., n, axat, ax,i 3 
i,j = l,..., n 
are continuous in (xa , t,). At t, ,..., t, these functions have left and right limits, 
and have right limits at t, and left limits at tf . 
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Proof. (1) From Halkin [3], since f satisfies Hypotheses (2) and (3) and 
ii E G, x(c 3, , t, , F) exists, is unique and is bounded over the interval 
[to , tI]. From the definition off, since p*, x E G, it follows that f* satisfies 
Hypotheses (2) and (3). Hence, s(t; X, , t, , p*) = x(t, X, , t, , r) exists, is 
unique, and is bounded over the interval [to , tf]. The bounds are uniform. 
(2) Consider the following vector-differential equation (dimension 
n + 1): 
9(t) = !dYWP t> (12) 
with initial conditions (ya , t,), i.e., 
where 
Y(b) =Ya 4 (xa 9 01, (13) 
gYY9 t) uY(Y1,..., Y”) u*(t), 0, i = l,..., n, (14) 
gn+Yy, t) A J%Y’,..., Y”), u*(t), t). (15) 
Clearly the solution y(t; y a, t,) of (12) has the following properties: 
xi(t; xc2 3 t, , n> = Yi(G Ya > t,), i = I,..., n, (16) 
w, 9 ta) = Y”+Ytf; Ya > t,> 
+ F[YYG Ya , ta), YIP., Yn(tf; ya I cz)>l. 
(17) 
The conditions on g are more restrictive than the Conditions (i)-(iv), 
Theorem 69.4 of McShane [4], justifying conclusion Cl of this theorem, that 
y(t; ya , ta) and its partial derivatives with respect to ya of all orders less than 
or equal to 3 are continuous in (t, y a , ta) for all ya such that 11 ya jl < co and 
all t, t, E [to , tf]. Setting t = tf and using (17) shows that V(xn , ta) and its 
partial derivatives with respect to xai, i = I,..., n, of all orders less than or 
equal to 3 are continuous in (x, , ta). 
(3) g(y, t) is piecewise continuous with respect to t, being discontinuous 
at a finite set of points is [t s , $1. Let 8 denote the set of points in [to, tf] at 
which g is continuous. For all t, t, , E 0, it follows [4, p. 3631 from the con- 
tinuity of g(y(t; ya , t,), t) with respect to t, and the existence of yya(t; ya , ta) 
that yto exists and is given by 
Yt& Ya > ta) = - [Y& Ya 7 ta)lTg(Y, 7 L>* 
From the continuity of ylla with respect to (t, ya , t,), yta(tj; ya , t,) exists for 
all t, E 8, and is given by 
Y& Ya J ta) = - [Y&f; Ya , Wg(ra j 4J. (18) 
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The right side of Eq. (18), and the first and second partial derivative with 
respect to yu , are continuous in (y a , ta) for all t, E 0, possessing left and/or 
right limits at the remaining points in [It,, t,+]. 
Let 
$(Ya , 4J 4 WYY% Ya 9 t,) ..- Y”(% Ya 9 0. 
From the properties of y(tr : y a , t,) and F it follows that & and its first and 
second partial derivatives with respect to ya are continuous in (ya , ta) for all 
t, E [to , tf]. Part (3) of the theorem follows from (17). 
3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR V, V, , V,, 
We introduce the following definitions: 
u(t) 4 V@(t), t) - T+(t), t), 
40 &I I&, 0, 
P(t) A ~z,@(t), 0, 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
W) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
THEOREM 2. Let Hypotheses (l)-(3) be satisfied. Then a(t), h(t), and P(t) 
are the solutions of the following d$ferential equations: 
- h(t) = AH(t), (30) 
- i(t) = H.&(t), u*(t), h(t), t) 
+ W) fL(W, u*(t), X0, t) + f’(t) of (t>, (31) 
- p(t) = A(t) + K=(t) f-L,@(t), u*(t) A(t), t) K(t) + K*(t) B(t)+ Wt) K(t) 
+ f [w@~&(t), 41 Of Yt),l (32) 
i=l 
1 These differential equations are a “nonoptimal” version of those derived by 
Jacobson [l]. 
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with boundary conditions : 
a($) = 0, (33) 
w = ~dWf)), (34) 
P(G) = ~m!(~W (35) 
These solutions are unique, continuous and bounded in [to , $1. 
Proof. Let &x, t) denote rate of change of # at (x, t) along a trajectory 
using the nominal control ii(t), i.e., 
db, t) = (4%) [vWt,; WI, t, 2, t,lt,=t 
(36) 
= 44% t) + i &+G t)fYx, u(t), 0. 
i-l 
Similarly, let 6(x, t) d enote rate of change of 4 at (x, t) along a trajectory 
using the new control u(t), i.e., 
i(x, t> = Wt,) [W(t,; W, t, P”), t&=~ 
(37) 
= MX, 4 + El h&> W(x, u*(t), t). 
Clearly: 
From (10) and (11) 
V@(t), t) = -q%(t), u*(t), t). (39) 
From (I), (2), ad (4), 
P@(t), t) = -L@(t), u(t), t). (40) 
Also, 
Q(t), u*(t), t) = qw, u”(t), t), (41) 
f"@(t), u*(t), t) =f(@>, u"(t), 0, (42) 
since the necessary derivatives of T/(x, t) exist; we have, from (38)-(41): 
- (V(x(t), t) - ti((x(t), t)) = AL(t) + 5 v.&qt>, t)Of’(t), (43) 
i=l 
which establishes Eq. (30) of Theorem 2. Also, from (37) and (39), 
- T/,(x, q = A@, U*(t), v&J, t), t). (44) 
48 
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- ~crt(‘% f) =-_ &(x, u*(t), Vz(x, t), t) + ~22(“? t>.f(x, u*(t), q, 
since the necessary derivatives exist. From (37) and (45), 
- C(x, 2) = eE(% u*(t), ~cc(x, q, t). 
Using (38) and noting that 
L(W), u*(t), 4 = L&w, @(t), 2) + WW,(~(~), u*(t), t>, 
j&qq, u*(t), t) =.fz(W), ~“(Q t> + AL(W), u”(t), a W), 
results in Eq. (31) of Theorem 2. 
Similar reasoning yields 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
Use of (37), (47), and (48) results in Eq. (32) of Theorem 2. Note that the 
df(t) terms result because a, A, and P are integrated along the nominal 
rather than the new trajectory. 
Theorem 2 is not useful computationally since the third-order partial 
derivative of V(X, t) with respect to x is not known. In the next theorem we 
show that useful estimates of a, A, P can be obtained. To do this we define 
the “distance” d(p*, p;) between the functions p* and E-; as follows: 
d(p*, ,5) = i“’ /I u*(t) - @(t)lJ dt. 
- to 
(Note d(p*, ,G) can be reduced either by reducing [j u*(t) - ii(t)]\ for all t, or 
by setting u*(t) = u(t) for t, < t < tl and increasing tr .) 
THEOREM 3. Let Hypotheses (l)-(3) be sath-jied. If 
d(u”, l2) = E 
then, for all t E [to , tf], 
] a(t) - 6(t)/ & kle3, k1-c a, 
II G) - m < w, k, -=c 00, 
II p(t) - &)I1 f he, k, -=c 00, 
(51) 
(52) 
(531 
(54) 
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where 
11 P/l 2 [ i 
i,j=l 
(Pq2 (55) 
and $ A, P are the solutirms of the following (linear) dajkential equations: 
- i(t) = aA( (56) 
- f(t) = Kc(qt), u”(t), A(t), t) + fl@) fuqq, @*(Q @>, 0 -t &> df(t), 
(57) 
- ii(t) = &) + F(t) K&(q, u*(t), W), t) K(t) + KT(Q B(t) + q> qo 
(58) 
wm, 4% m, are de$ned by Bps. (24), (27), and (28), with A(t) replacing 
h(t), p(t) replacing P(t)) with boundary conditions: 
Comment. Since 
d(p*, ,4 < Or - h,> f’ II u*(t) - fl(G12 dt 1 112 , to 
the theorem holds if d(p*, ,G) in Eq. (51) is replaced by the Hilbert metric 
4 
t0 II u*w - u(t)l12 dt 1 =I2 . 
Proof. From the assumptions onf, 
II df Wll G Cl II u*(t) - WI 7 (62) 
where c, < 03, for all t E [to , tf]. From the continuity of a3V(x, t)/Lkd axi ax* 
with respect to (x, t) and the continuity of H(t) with respect to t, 
aV,,(g((t), t)/l% is continuous with respect to tin [t,, , tf] and, hence bounded. 
Therefore, 
where c, < co. 
409/38/1-4 
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The differential equations for h and P are coupled, but are linear, so that 
- & N+ Ml= FT(t) i?(t)- m+ l?(t) - &)I 4(t), (64) 
- $ [P(t) - P(L)] =FT(t) [P(t) - P(t)] + [P(t) - &)]F(t) 
+ ;, P”(t) - Jwl G(t) 
+ i [av&(t), q/w Q7W, (65) 
l&=1 
where 
F(t) = LW), u*(t), t), (66) 
GR(t) = j&&?(t), u*(t), t)/ , k = l,..., n. (67) 
F(t) and Gk(t), k = l,..., n, are piecewise continuous. Let z(t) denote the 
~9 + n vector whose components are P(t), pii( i, j, = l,..., n, and S(t) 
the corresponding vector constructed from i(t), p(t). 
Then, for all t E 0, x(t) - Z(t) satisfies the following differential equation: 
where the matrix H(t) is piecewise continuous and the vector Irk(t), k = l,..., n, 
is continuous in [t, , $1. 
Hence, 
b(t) - a(t)] = 5:’ H(T) [Z(T) - ~(41 dT + jl’ gl Q”(T) &(T) dT, (69) 
where X(T) is continuous and piecewise differentiable in [t, tf]. Hence, 
II z(t) - W>ll d j: c3/12(~> - +>lldT + jl'c4llu*(7) - G(T)II dr, (70) 
where c3 , c4 < CO. 
By Gronwall’s Lemma; for all t E [to , $1, 
tf /I z(t) - Z(t)11 G c4eC3(tf-t) 
s 11 U*(T) - fill dT, (71) t 
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I.e., 
Hence 
II w - m < C5E for all t E [to, &I. 
(72) 
(73) 
Similarly, from Eq. (64), 
= ,:’ C, 11 x(7) - &)\I dT + s:’ C,E jj U*(T) - ii(~)11 dr, 
where cs , c, < co. 
Hence, as above; for all t E [t, , $1, 
(75) 
where cs < cc. 
Hence, 
Finally, for all t E 0, 
II 40 - Wll d %EZ. (76) 
- $ (44 - w> = CW - ~P)lT 4(t), 
U(t) - d(t) = jl’ [A(T) - &T)p df(~) dr. 
(77) 
(78) 
Proceeding as above we obtain, for all t E [t, , $1, 
la(t) - a”(t)1 < CgE3, c, < 00. 
This establishes Theorem 3. 
4. CONCLUSION 
(79) 
For any policy w = (p*, x), the resultant cost function and its first- and 
second-order derivatives with respect to x at (s(t), t), t E [to , tj] can be 
estimated using the linear differential equations (56)-(58). In particular, the 
change of cost resulting from the use of policy rr in place of the control F 
can be estimated with an error of order c3 where E = d(p*, p). The second- 
order differential dynamic programming algorithms [I] show how a policy v 
may be chosen such that the estimated change in cost is negative. 
The results of this paper are, of course, only applicable, if the algorithm 
generates a p* and 3 which are piecewise continuous. It is relatively easy to 
modify existing algorithms, still ensuring the negativity of AH(t), t E [to , tJ 
and therefore of li(t,), should the condition be transgressed. The value of 
K(t) generated by the second-order differential dynamic programming 
algorithm is: 
W) = - q;tw, u*(t), h(t), t)B(t). 
Use of this K(t) transforms equation (17) into a nonlinear differential equation 
(of the Riccati type) with the possibility of a finite escape time, and an 
infinite K. This can be avoided, for example, by making K(t) = 0 for all 
t < t, , where t, is the time at which P(t) exceeds a specified norm. If u*(t) 
is chosen to minimize H@(t), u, h(t), t) with respect to u, AH(t) will still 
be negative for all t E [to, tI], hence d(t,), and, for E small enough, the actual 
change in cost a(t,,) will also be negative. 
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